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either she is concealing her thoughts from us, or she is mentally absent. While "On a Portrait" considers both possibilities, "Portrait of a Lady" pursues the implications of the second interpretation, suggesting that selfiood or subjectivity is not predicated on a private interiority but on "parroting" the formulae of social interaction. Following Manet, Eliot links flatness-painterly and psychological-with meaningless imitation. All three "portraits" entertain a conception of subjectivity based on reflec tion and imitation rather than inwardness and originality. Although Eliot's connection with Manet has been neglected,' re cent criticism in general has emphasized the nineteenth-century figures that influenced Eliot early in his career rather than the more historically remote ones (such as Donne and Dante) that he publicly avowed. In a Eliot's primary inspiration for his sonnet, however, was Edouard Manet' s Woman uwth a Parrot rather than a work of literature. According to a letter from Eliot's college friend William Tinckom-Fernandez to Harf ord Powel Jr. (Powel Sr ., presumably his father, had been on the Advocate editorial board at the same time as Eliot), he wrote the poem after seeing a reproduction of Manet's painting in a book on French impressionism (Powel 90 ).2 It is not at all surprising that Eliot would have been struck by Manet's work, in view of the apprenticeship to Laforgue, and then to Laforgue's master Baudelaire, that he took up almost immediately after he composed this poem. Baudelaire was also Manet's master, in the sense that the poet's treatment of modern urban life gave the painter much of his subject matter (Reff, Manet and Modern Paris 13)-as also happened with Eliot. What is surprising is that Eliot's appreciation of Manet predated the influence of the French poets on his sensibility. In fact, it may have prepared the way for it.
Many critics now credit Manet as the first modernist painter, although he composed his major canvases in the 1860s and 70s and did not even regard himself as a member of the impressionists; they called him rather their "father." Clement Greenberg influentially claimed that Manet's modernism lay in his rejection of the illusion of depth:
Manet's paintings became the first Modernist ones by virtue of the frankness with which they declared the surfaces on which they were painted.... Flatness, two-dimensionality, was the only condition painting shared with no other art, and so Modernist painting oriented itself to flatness as it did to nothing else. reading, writing, praying, listening, studying, thinking, playing, and even sleeping. This device is intended to draw the beholder into the painting and, ideally, to produce inward contemplation similar to the activity de picted. In the eighteenth century, absorption competed with and replaced an older aesthetic of theatricality, in which figures in the painting seemed conscious of being beheld (Courbet's Realism 6-8). Manet moved painting back in the direction of theatricality, preferring frontal poses in which the figure faces the beholder, as in Woman with a Parrot (Manet's Modernism 21, passim Get the spectator to imagine someone in the represented space, someone who tries, tries hard, tries importunately, and fails, to gain the attention of the figure who is represented as there in the space; get the spectator moreover to imagine this person from the inside so that, this imaginative entry into the picture over, it will then be for him as if he had himself experienced some of the tedium, some of the frustration, some of the sense of rejection, that must attend any attempt to establish contact with the represented figure-and then the content of the picture will be brought home to him with clarity and cogency.
(160) For Wollheim, the subject of this and Manet's other figure paintings, including group portraits, is being "locked up in . . . private thought" (149).Wollheim thus sees Meurent's expression as a kind of absorption that excludes the beholder. To use Fried's terminology (although Fried strenuously disagrees with Wollheim), Victorine Meurent and Manet's other figures are absorbed in an activity that has no referent in the paint ing: their own thoughts.What is disturbing about the painting forWoll heim is that we can't find out what she is thinking. This anxiety is very different from feeling that she isn't there. For Eliot, at least, it seems that the painting held both possibilities:Victorine was hiding a secret, or she wasn't. This ambiguity suggests a radical uncertainty about the status of interiority, for both Manet and Eliot.
Descartes gave rise to modern philosophy by proposing the problem atic division between interior and exterior that Manet's painting ques tions.The Cartesian revolution placed the individual subject's mind at the center of his or her knowledge, calling into doubt all assumptions that do not proceed from his own thinking (particularly assumptions based on sensory experience, but also on received doctrine). Descartes points out that the cozy interior of his study cannot be distinguished from a dream in his head; there may well be no cozy study at all. Thus he gives precedence to the mental interior over the domestic interior, which be comes part of the exterior realm of sensory experience. Indeed, it is from Descartes that mental interiority acquires its predominant place among attributes of the modern self.8
One of the striking consequences of this move is that it leads Des cartes, almost immediately, to wonder about other people's interiors.
Other people are part of the doubtful external world of appearances. In the Second Meditation, Descartes looks out his window and sees men crossing the square. "Yet do I see any more than hats and coats which could conceal automatons? I judge that they are men. And so something which I thought I was seeing with my eyes is in fact grasped solely by the faculty ofjudgment which is in my mind" (21).Though he dismisses the question quickly, he recognizes a problem already implicit in his episte mology: "Descartes's sceptic manages to cut off the subject from its object and, thereby, from all other subjects" (Avramides 35) . Other people are the example of deceptive appearances par excellence, not only because they conceal themselves in clothing but also, more importantly, because the body hides a mind that is radically different from its outer covering.
We know this already from our own case, which Descartes has demon strated by pointing out that his own body may be an illusion, but not his thoughts.
It is revealing that Descartes can confidently assure himself that the coats and hats clothe men with minds like his own. His response points toward (though it probably did not contain) a standard response to the problem of other minds: analogy with oneself (Avramides 45, 51) . The privileging of my own mental interior cuts me off from other subjects, but by applying this same privileging to other people, I can posit that they too must have minds concealed by their bodies.Thus the modern self, which Descartes may have done more than any other individual to create, has necessitated a certain sleight-of-hand with regard to other people.While others are affirmed in general as subjects, the contents of their minds must remain mysterious. If my inner realm of thought is so different from the outer realm of appearances, then by analogy this must be true of other people as well. The inscrutability of others thus in a way affirms my own interiority. To carry the matter back to Manet, Woman with a Parrot may draw our attention to the sitter's hard-to-read facial expression in order to underscore precisely the dualism that makes inwardness-as the cen tral attribute of Enlightenment selffiood-possible. On this reading, as exemplified by Woliheim, Manet's figures do not tell us anything about themselves, but their appearance of private thought need not undermine our own sense of subjectivity. Quite the opposite: these figures then be come occasions for our own absorbing reverie (this is what happens, at least initially, to the speaker of"On a Portrait").
In the competing reading of Woman with a Parrot, as exemplified by Fried,Victorine's inscrutable look conceals nothing. Descartes's brief comments on the problem of knowing other people's minds suggest this alternative without taking it seriously.The diabolical alternative to the ex istence of other human subjects is the automaton ("Yet do I see any more than hats and coats which could conceal automatons?").The automaton may be deceptive, but not because his exterior conceals a radically dif ferent interior. Rather, an automaton would have no interior at all in the Cartesian sense. Manet and Eliot represent this alternative by the figure of the parrot. Parrots can "speak," and sometimes they are credited with using language appropriately, yet we do not think they have minds like ours, if at all. Their behavior puts the lie to the idea that language exte riorizes thought, brings the inside into contact with a social world. It is pure imitation without expression. The automaton or parrot poses a particular challenge to the romantic model of self, in which feeling, expression, and originality are paramount.9
The romantic self extends and intensifies the interior space that Descartes had identified while reorienting this space around nature and feeling rather than reason. The act of expression that gives access to this space also shapes and gives meaning to it, whether through the look of the face, through language, or (above all) through art. To this model of the self, originality is crucial: "If nature is an intrinsic source, then each of us has to follow what is within; and this may be without precedent.We should not hope to find our models without" (Taylor 376) . It is this romantic model of the self that is most threatened by the possibility of automatic or imitative-nonexpressive-behavior. So although flatness and copy ing might seem to refer to completely different features (of a painting or of behavior generally), they are linked under the romantic model of interiority that both Manet and Eliot question: they are both antithetical to interiority, betraying a fatal failure or absence of the "inner voice." If the inscrutable expression presented in Woman with a Parrot either affirms interiority by emphasizing her self-absorption or repudiates romantic subjectivity by expressing nothing, the painting offers contra dictory evidence about how to decide the issue. In Woman uwth a Parrot Manet responds to a number of previous paintings, in particular an identi cally titled work by Gustave Courbet exhibited in 1866, the same year as Manet's. Paradoxically, Manet's response to these paintings indicates both that the woman in his portrait has something to conceal and that (to a degree) he is concerned with issues of copying and reflection. It is thus not so surprising that Eliot responded to the portrait in two different ways.
No scholarly study of the woman-with-a-parrot genre scene exists. Most examples, though, represent the parrot as the object of the woman's absorption. Two seventeenth-century paintings that Manet can be pre sumed to have known through engravings in his copy of Charles Blanc's Deverell, The Pet and The Grey Parrot, both 1852). In all these scenes, the parrot provides an opportunity to showcase either the woman's tenderness or her flirtatiousness; she appears engaged in an interpersonal exchange with a pet who stands in for a person (the beholder is invited to take one position or the other). Indeed, in the nineteenth century parrots were considered appropriate pets for women, especially lonely ones, as an outlet for their emotions.10 As a genre, the scene refers to a capacity for sympathy and affection (attributed specifically to women) that presumably comes from within, even though the inside cannot be shown.When he depicts the woman and the parrot standing apart from each other and showing no interest in each other, Manet takes a rather radical turn.1" Their lack of engagement contributes to our impression of her as uncommunicative. Delacroix and Courbet make use of the parrot to display the woman at her most accessible. Both depict a naked woman outstretched on a piece of drapery in a vaguely Middle Eastern setting (Delacroix indicates this by the woman's headdress and her slightly narrowed eyes, Courbet by an oriental carpet hanging in the background). The woman dangles her hand down (Delacroix) or reaches up (Courbet) to touch the parrot; in
The gesture of her other hand emphasizes that possibility, touching the cord from which a man's monocle hangs. Contemporaries would have immediately recognized the implication of the monocle, an accessory worn almost exclusively by men, while women conventionally carried lorgnettes (Hadler 122) . At the foot of the parrot's stand, a half-peeled orange reminds us that outer coverings can be removed to reveal what is underneath. Thus Courbet's air of intimacy between woman and parrot, and woman and viewer, has not entirely been blanked out but rather in teriorized.What was the woman's exterior (her dalliance with the parrot, her exposed body) has become her interior-the secrets of her hfe (whose monocle?) and of her concealed body. Still deeper lie the secret thoughts suggested by her mysterious expression.
At the same time that Manet appears to be thematizing the distinc tion between interior and exterior, and emphasizing the hiddenness of the inside, he also draws our attention to the surface of the painting. Seeing here brings us not interior depth but painted surface.12 An eye glass is intended to improve vision, but in this picture it serves only as decoration. The nosegay of violets and the half-peeled orange are not only accessories, they also self-referentially name their own colors (in French as well as English) (Armstrong 166 ).This reflective-as opposed to representational-aspect of the painting is intensified in the figure of the parrot. By choosing the talkative African Grey rather than the brightly hued macaw depicted by Delacroix and Courbet, Manet draws attention to the parrot's facility at copying language.Visually, the bird "parrots" the figure of the woman by repeating on a smaller scale the tints and strokes that make up her appearance (Armstrong 168) . Copying, in this painting, is the opposite of giving access.As a portrait, it copiesVictorine Meurent by concentrating on her surface. As a genre scene, it reflects and revises the woman with a parrot of Delacroix and Courbet while doing away with the illusion of access to a reality behind the surface of the canvas.13
In emphasizing both concealment and surface, Manet reinforces the sense that the woman portrayed is somehow beyond our reach. But he does not provide an answer to the question of where she is: is she inside the mind that does not reveal itself to us, or is she absent altogether? It is primarily the parrot that opens up the latter possibility. For Eliot too, the parrot is the site of anxieties about the possible flatness of both self and other people. Eliot wonders, is the parrot like the woman, or un like her? They share their inscrutability, but not necessarily for the same reasons. In "On a Portrait," Eliot preserves the possibility of an interior space of private thought and imagination, a space the speaker attributes to the woman and takes up himself as a consequence of viewing her. In "Portrait of a Lady," the woman is represented as herself a mindless parrot, a role that, again, rubs off on the speaker, when he feels he must "cry like a parrot." Manet has made both interpretations available to Eliot.
The parrot's I: "On a portrait" the woman as inscrutable "lamia" whose private look absorbs the poet and opens up the possibilities of his imagination, or else the woman-and correspondingly the poet-as parrot, foreclosing the possibility of both inwardness and originality.
"On a Portrait" describes Manet's painting as seen by someone drawn to imagine the woman portrayed. He finds himself first absorbed-and thereby relieved of his "weary" self-consciousness-but then baffled by her inscrutable look. End rhymes in the first stanza identify the woman as both "unknown" and "alone"-physically, in her room, and mentally, because her thoughts and "dreams" cannot be known by the speaker. Does the grammatically ambiguous adjective "unknown" refer to her "tenuous dreams" or to "she," standing alone in her room while the speaker and his companions rush by in the street below? Both, for whileVictorine Meur ent is literally unknown to the speaker as a viewer of the painting and also unknown to the imagined passers-by who don't have access to her private rooms, her dreams are also by necessity unknown. Her expression reveals nothing about her thoughts except that she has them.
The unusual expression "circle of our thought" suggests both the woman's inscrutability and her absorption in thought. The viewer at tributes a world of interior thought to her, which both excludes him and yet also implies an analogous interiority in himself. The expression is echoed in Eliot's 1914 notebook poem "The Burnt Dancer" (as "circle of my brain") and generally points forward to his consistent attention to problems of perspective in "Prufrock," "Portrait of a Lady," his dissertation on F H. Bradley, and The Waste Land. Indeed, "circle of our thought" is not so far from the expression "finite centers" that he uses in Knowledge and Experience to describe the problem of perspective and the difficulty of making contact with any reality outside one's own mind. "How do we yoke our divers worlds to draw together?" Eliot asks in this work:
How can we issue from the circle described about each point of view? and since I can know no point of view but my own, how can I know that there are other points of view, or admitting their existence, how can I take account of them? (141) "Circle of thought," "finite center," and "point of view" all imply a hori zon, however broad, that bounds the mind and cuts it off from others.The terms also imply an interior center where self and meaning reside. Experience, already reduced to a group of impressions, is ringed round for each one of us by that thick wall of personality through which no real voice has ever pierced on its way to us, or from us to that which we can only conjecture to be without. Every one of those impressions is the impression of the indi vidual in his isolation, each mind keeping as a solitary prisoner its own dream of a world. (218) Pater's language of a self"ringed" by a "thick wall" echoes and emphasizes his use of the common philosophical expression "circle of ideas" in the preface:
Art and poetry, philosophy and the religious life, and that other life of refined pleasure and action in the conspicuous places of the world, are each of them confined to its own circle of ideas, and those who prosecute either of them are generally little curi ous of the thoughts of others. (74) The idea of confinement within one's own point of view is, of course, a familiar one in modernism.What makes Eliot's use of the term "circle of thought" special in this context is that he applies it to someone else, and particularly to a painted likeness of a person.Thus his primary topic here is not the self's isolation but rather an act of imaginary identification with the woman in Manet's painting. Like her, he too is lost in thought-about her. And here the connection with Pater becomes more apparent, for The Renaissance essentially gives instruction on what paintings to look at and how to look at them in order to achieve precisely this effect of absorption.
"Impressions" may isolate us from one another, but they also constitute the "dream" that is interiority. The reverie Eliot's speaker attributes to the woman temporarily re leases him from his "restless brain" into a space of his own reverie, as if she were an "immaterial fancy of one's own."The wordfancy is a key point of reference for the romantic conceptions embedded in Eliot's poem.
"Fancy" picks up the "dreams" of the opening line and claims them as the poet's own, but where other people's dreams are essentially inaccessible, his own dreams are the site of imagination. In the romantic construction of the poet, creative imagination is the defining (and elevating) faculty of the self. Indeed, the "lamia" of the previous line is, in Keats's poem, a creature of the imagination who is able to generate a self-sustaining world of aesthetic and erotic pleasure not only for herself but for others as well-for everyone except the killjoy philosopher Apollonius, with his "perceant eye."A capacious inner world of imagination opens up for the poet as a consequence of his encounter with a look that he interprets as concealing a "circle of thought" inaccessible to him. Her inscrutability enables his own interiority, from which the sonnet issues.
Yet, as I began by saying, the poem offers two interpretations of her look, and the difference between them can be located in the phrase "An immaterial fancy of one's own." Imagination may not equate with fancy; drawing a distinction important to romantic poetics, Coleridge contrasted the two faculties. He definedfancy, as opposed to the organic creativity of the imagination, as a mechanical process of recall and repetition, a "mir rorment ... repeating simply, or by transposition" (199). Fancy may thus be "immaterial" in two senses: issuing from the disembodied inner world (literally not made of matter), but also not important because mechanical, lacking originality. Even Keats's lamia finds her inventions are illusions.
At the same time, the wordsfancy and especially lamia clearly refer to a body of romantic precedents that shape the language and thoughts of the poem.The use of lamia suggests that the poet's ideas-more fancy than imagination-derive from Keats's poem. Its place in Eliot's poem dou bly encodes anxiety about originality, for it was not even his idea to use this word: according to Powel, Eliot's friend Frederic Schenk suggested "pensive lamia" in place of "young chimera" (88).17 Although "young chimera" better captures the now-you-see-her, now-you-don't quality of Manet's young woman, Eliot likely recognized lamia as an appropriate choice because of the saturation of his vocabulary in Keats's. The words dream, wood, lip, eye, alone, hand, thought, and silent, for example, each appear four or more times in "Lamia" (342-59).18 All the end words in Eliot's first two quatrains also appear in "Lamia," with the exception of "own" in line 8.
As a reference to someone else's conception of the imagination, lamia highlights the fact that the poem itself sets out to copy Manet's painting by describing it. Indeed, though the poet claims the figure of Victorine Meurent as "a fancy of one's own," she came to him in exactly the op posite way, from a book of pictures.The poem also copies more than just This stilling and ultimate disappearance of romantic energies can be seen by comparing Eliot's, Swinburne's, and Keats's use of dreams. For Keats, dreaming is a powerful activity that can give rise to a satisfying reality: "It was no dream," comments the speaker of "Lamia, "or say a dream it was, / Real are the dreams of Gods, and smoothly pass / Their pleasures in a long immortal dream" (345). But Eliot's adjective "tenuous" undercuts the reality of Keats's dreams, just as "immaterial" depletes the force of "fancy." Eliot again follows Swinburne in this negation of the power of dreams. "The Garden of Prosperpine" begins:
Here, where the world is quiet; Here, where all trouble seems Dead winds' and spent waves' riot In doubtful dreams of dreams; (130) Similarly, in Tennyson's "The Lotos Eaters," dreaming is a drug-induced state that substitutes for worldly action: "How sweet it were . . . / With half-shut eyes ever to seem / Falling asleep in a half-dream!" (434). For Swinburne and Tennyson, dreaming is pleasurable because it is discon nected from reality. It is a region into which the lotos eaters desire to es cape, as an alternative to the travel that has wearied them ("all things have rest, why should we toil alone?" [432] they complain, much like Eliot's "us of restless brain and weary feet").19 Imagination and the interior where it arises are thus not entirely cancelled out by Swinburne or Eliot, but rather rendered impotent, "immaterial" in a world of hurrying feet.
The treatment of dreaming bears directly on the status of interior ity that is at stake in the parrot portraits of Manet and Eliot. On the one hand, the "tenuous dreams" that open "On a Portrait" refer to a space of interior reverie inhabited by the woman, and although the privacy of her dreams excludes him, his own dreams about her are stirred. On the other hand, dreaming is not a significant or efficacious activity, as it is in Keats.
Indeed, the poet seems anxious that his dreams will turn out not even to be his "own," but only faint copies of other people's. For Descartes, the possibility that the exterior world may be a dream provides a rationale for The vanishing quality of interiority is emphasized in Eliot's important word "evanescent," which also describes Manet's evocative yet indistinct brushwork in the rose gown, the rough e'bauche (sketchy or unfinished) look that contributes to the painting's lack of depth (and shows the similarity in technique between Manet and the impressionists). Just as Manet's rough brushwork calls attention to the dress as paint rather than representation, the speaker in the poem finds the woman disappearing the more he looks at her.
The introduction of the parrot in the closing couplet indicates a change in the poet's conception of both seeing and speaking. His gaze is replaced by the parrot's: "The parrot on his bar, a silent spy, / Regards her with a patient curious eye." Like the poet, the parrot is a "spy" on a private scene, but what can it tell us? If it could speak, it would only repeat things that other people have said. Indeed, the poem itself is a kind of "parrot's eye," the poet looking at a painting and repeating what he sees (thereby associating his active speaking with the passivity of looking). "On a Portrait" begins as an exercise in absorption, whereby the poet forgets himself in contemplation of an aesthetic object and enters his own interior terrain, from which the poem issues.Yet the object of his absorption raises doubts about whether there is any inner space to enter-hers or his own. Ultimately, the figure of the parrot returns him to the painting's surface and to the imitative rather than expressive quality of his thoughts or interior speech. Not only does he copy the painting by describing it, but his many echoes of Pater, Swinburne, Keats, Tennyson, and others mark the poem as an apprentice work, derivative of the style of the previous generation.The poem's anxiety about originality derives both from Eliot's own position as a fledgling poet and from a more gen eralized doubt about the viability of the fin-de-siecle lyric, on which this sonnet is modeled. Evanescent describes both the thematics of literary decadence and its historical condition in 1909. But, especially in view of Eliot's subsequent work, the poem also expresses doubt about the viability of a conception of poetry identified with originality itself, and about the interior to which an original utterance is supposed to give access. "Portrait of a Lady" also reflects anxieties about originality, but it represents a significant advance on the problems raised in "On a Portrait."
Particularly, Eliot has seized on the problem of imitation and subsumed it into a larger thematic of theatricality, where the theatrical is defined as a kind of automatic behavior that does not express internal feeling. Whether Eliot's theatricality-which could be said to dominate his career from this point on-parallels that of Manet is probably too large a subject for this paper. In the following discussion of "Portrait of a Lady," one of Eliot's most elusive poems, I focus expressly on the relationship between interiority and parroting as the completion of Eliot's reading of Manet.
Parrot's cry: "Portrait of a Lady" "Portrait of a Lady" reverses the situation of "On a Portrait." Manet's silent, enigmatic woman comes to life and speaks her mind to her male beholder, who retreats into a silent monologue of his own. The woman's "secrets" turn out to be a disappointing concatenation of Victorian cli ches, mainly derived from Matthew Arnold's "The Buried Life" (1852), a poem about trying to access interiority.Though she expresses confidence in her own "buried life," it looks more like copying or reflection than interiority. In contrast, the male speaker emphasizes the content of his thoughts, and through his resistance to the lady he builds up a sense of his own inwardness ("inside my brain").We hear only his thoughts and only her speech; he is all inwardness and she is all surface. As I will sug gest, however, the male speaker's inwardness is artificially sustained and finally collapses into a form of reflection or parroting (both a mirror and a parrot appear in section 3). His language and his face express feelings that are not his own: he smiles as called upon to do so by the woman and, through her, Matthew Arnold.20 In section 3, after the lady confronts him over the failure of their friendship, the speaker thinks desperately to himself:
And I must borrow every changing shape To find expression ... dance, dance Like a dancing bear,
Cry like a parrot, chatter like an ape.
Let us take the air, in a tobacco trance. (11) Like the dancing bear and chattering ape, the parrot imitates or "borrows" human behavior, and the speaker's recourse to copying reflects the pres sure the lady has placed on him to conform to a certain role of friend that she has in mind. She has tried to set the stage for his performance as Are we not all puppets, in a theatre of marionettes, in which the parts we play, the dresses we wear, the very emotion whose dominance gives its express form to our faces, have all been chosen for us ... ? And as our parts have been chosen for us, our motions controlled from behind the curtain, so the words we seem to speak are but spoken through us, and we do but utter fragments of some elaborate invention....21 (Symons 154) In "Portrait," automatic speech is particularly exemplified by the street piano that, "mechanical and tired, / Reiterates some worn-out common song / With the smell of hyacinths across the garden / Recalling things that other people have desired" (10). Here Eliot revises the romantic conception of lyric as the expression of individual feeling (desire) in an antiromantic direction by describing "song" as the expression of some one else's feeling. The expression is mechanical both in the way it is re produced on the street piano and in the way it reproduces (or "recalls") feeling in the speaker.
In "Portrait of a Lady" the lady explicitly privileges interior feeling and its sincere expression, but the language she uses is all borrowed from Arnold's "The Buried Life." In this poem, Arnold stretches romantic in teriority to its breaking point.The speaker tries to reach his own "hidden self" by making contact with his beloved, who has been conducting a merry "war of mocking words" with him. He enjoins her, "Yes, yes, we know that we can jest, / We know, we know that we can smile!" (286). But, he pleads with her, "hush awhile / And turn those limpid eyes on mine, / And let me read there, love! thy inmost soul." Arnold opposes superficial smiling, an expression of the mouth, to sincere tears that come from inside the eyes (tears being an important resource of nineteenth-cen tury sentimentality). On this basis the speaker attempts to break through barriers erected both socially and psychologically in order to access the "buried life" in himself and his beloved. This buried life is variously de scribed as the "inmost soul," the "buried stream," his "genuine self," our "true, original course," the "soul's subterranean depths," and a "lost pulse of feeling" (286-91).
Eliot's lady most closely imitates Arnold when she tries to make contact with her male companion. Like Arnold, she asks him not just to smile:
"Youth is cruel, and has no remorse / And smiles at situations which it cannot see" (9).When she reaches metaphorically for his hand-"L am always sure that you understand / My feelings, always sure that you feel, / Sure that across the gulf you reach your hand"-she echoes Arnold's assurance that
Only-but this is rare
When a beloved hand is laid in ours A bolt is shot back somewhere in our breast, And a lost pulse of feeling stirs again. To be wonderful and youthful, after all. (9) The lady's references to Arnold-her orientation within a romantic-Ar noldian framework-establish a paradoxical relationship to interiority. She asserts her belief in an interior space of sincere feeling that can be accessed through the privileged relationship of two lovers or "friends." Yet she can only express her own feelings through the quotation of Victorian ciches, a practice that places her in the alternative framework of theatrical, mechanical, or automatic speech.
The male speaker resists being scripted into this trap. He fakes a smile rather than trying to be sincere, and whenever possible tries to prevent her from knowing him. Inside the privacy of his "brain" another self emerges that is out of keeping with the "ariettes" (9) of her performance.22
Inside my brain a dull tom-tom begins Absurdly hammering a prelude of its own,
Capricious monotone
That is at least one definite "false note."
This important passage has been much noted for Eliot's use of"primi tive" subject matter.23 The "tom-tom" is at once the poet's name (Tom), the sound of his thudding heart, the discordant modernist music of his rebellion againstVictorian convention, and the signature of the other, an echo of a "savage" ritual whose cultural meaning is inaccessible to the modern speaker.24 The drumbeat appears to be a true expression of self rather than the ultracivilized "attenuated tones of violins" in which the lady wishes to ensnare him. But perhaps more importantly, it expresses a private self to which she does not have access. As long as he maintains this secret "monotone," it proves that there is more to him than his half hearted role-playing.25 Eliot's "dull tom-tom" ironically echoes Arnold's "lost pulse of feel ing," but irony only partially conceals the structural similarity of the two sounds, each of which suggests an analogy between heartbeat and musical or metrical rhythm. The very terms that denote the place of private ex pression inside his brain echo the cliche he is trying to avoid: his "capri cious monotone" picks up Arnold's "capricious play" (288). He seems to acknowledge the superficiality of his sense of ostensible inwardness when, leaving the woman, he submits with relief to the mechanical rhythms of convention.26 -Let us take the air, in a tobacco trance, Admire the monuments, Discuss the late events, Correct our watches by the public clocks.
Then sit for half an hour and drink our bocks. (9) Only in the woman's presence does he feel, or even need, that sense of inwardness on which he so strenuously insists.
The appearance of the parrot in section 3 directly parallels the "dull tom-tom" passage by virtue of their shared refrain, "Let us take the air, in a tobacco trance."The parrot's imitative or automatic speech would seem to oppose the authentic note of the "dull tom-tom." Yet, strangely, the "borrowed" cry of the parrot and the speaker's "capricious monotone" have more in common with each other than with most other sounds in the poem. As Eliot represents them, the figure of the savage is like the figure of the parrot: both are non-European others, and both make sounds that can't be interpreted. My self-possession gutters; we are really in the dark. (11) Rather than coming face to face with the beloved and thereby with the subterranean true self (Arnold) or even with the abominable primitive self (as Conrad's Kurtz does), this speaker encounters himself simply as a reflection.The darkness of the moment derives as much from the collapse of his elaborate construction of opposed interior and exterior selves as it does from the collapse of the fiction of his friendship with the lady. For indeed his sense of having a private interior depends on her failure to understand him, and the collapse is brought on by her correct recogni tion that he is not her friend. He sees himself, suddenly, as if from the outside, and rather than emphasizing the difference between inside and outside, this experience reveals him as nothing but a surface onto which are copied (or mirrored) the appropriate facial expressions. He describes his feelings (supposedly the source of his inwardness) as a smile seen in the mirror-an expression faked and then reflected. If the inscrutable smile of Manet's woman first gave the poet an occasion for absorption and poetic reverie, it has now been applied to his own face as a sign of the flatness that he experiences, as it were, from the inside.
As has often been noted, "Portrait of a Lady" is more a portrait of the male speaker than of the lady. The poem is also far less painterly or ekphrastic (still less imagistic) than it is theatrical. Eliot seems not to have any paintings in mind; rather, the poem marks his definitive transition to the dramatic mode that will define his literary production (as well as his critical interests) for most of his subsequent career. As I have been argu ing here, however, the one portrait that we know Eliot to have carefully looked at-Manet's Woman with a Parrot-actually prepares this transition. Eliot's conception of subjectivity emerges in this poem as both flat and theatrical (or dramatic), terms that are entirely consistent with Manet's portrayal of Victorine Meurent. Over time, these features more and more dominate Eliot's representation of character. In the late plays The Confidential Clerk and The Elder Statesman, which mark the completion of this trajectory, his dramatis personae lack interiority except to the ex tent that they are conscious of themselves as playing prescribed roles.The difference between these plays and "Portrait of a Lady" is that the male Bates and Guild), followed a few pages later by Olympia. Neither of these could really be described as a book on impression ism, but sections of each are devoted to impressionist painters. Both reproduc tions are black and white.
Clark's analysis works powerfully for these two paintings in particular but, as was considered to be low in the hierarchy of genres, but supported the painter financially (Woodall 5) . Beginning in the 1860s, painters who could afford to (Manet and Degas both enjoyed independent income) increasingly selected friends, family members, or models as sitters, thereby conferring status on them through the portrait rather than the reverse (7).This step enabled the painter to experiment with the genre, whose boundaries became increasingly blurred. The caricature suggests the contemporary perception of the painting as being about seeing and as emphasizing the lack of contact between viewer and sub ject.
13. One of the striking features of Manet's work, which I have not discussed here and which Eliot could not be expected to have known anything about, is "the literalness and obviousness with which he often quoted earlier paintings" (Fried, Manet's Modernism 24) . His contemporaries interpreted this practice as either outright copying (lack of originality) or parody (lack of respect). Inter estingly, in Histoire des peintres, Blanc comments on Gaspard Netscher?in lines of text directly below the engraving of Netscher's Woman with a Parrot?"An artist without personality would have done what they all do: he would have copied his master and retraced the same types in a weakened imitation." (11:3).
Manet and Eliot obviously both struggled with the relationship between allu sion and imitation.
14. Besides Mayer and Powel, and Soldo (100-01) also discuss the poem briefly. Paul Murphy reads "Circe's Palace" and "On a Portrait" in the context of Freud, as wish fulfillment dreams.
15. Eliot's copy of this book, the original 1873 edition, is in the Hayward Be quest at King's College, Cambridge. In a note affixed to the volume, Eliot has written: "The notes in pencil, on the margin of the Conclusion, were made by me, comparing the text with the later edition. This volume was bought for me by my mother at a sale of surplus books of the Mercantile Library, St.
Louis, U.S.A., for 10 cents."This note does not indicate when Eliot acquired
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Yet, as Childs has noted, the philosophical discourse in which Eliot learned to articulate and manage his skepticism is not the one where he first encountered it; "Portrait" and "Prufrock" were composed before reading Bradley (Childs 73-84).
The influence of Bergson provides a more likely explanation for the con flicts that seem inherent in the speaker of "Portrait"?particularly Bergson's distinction between an "outer" or "social" self shaped by things and environ ment, and an inchoate, inexpressible "inner and individual existence" (130).
The Bergsonian divide has been particularly noted in Prufrock by Gray and Childs, among others:
Whereas the second self is a creature of words ... the first self is not verbal; thus Prufrock's mounting frustration as the masks that constitute his practical self continually fall away only to leave him on the verge of the tongue-tied pure self: "It is impossible to say just what I mean!" Childs also notes the appearance of the "pure self" in "Portrait of a Lady" as prompted by images and smells that release nonverbal memories.Yet the rela tive slighting of "Portrait" for "Prufrock" in the critical literature may also have to do with the difficulty of fitting this elusive poem to the conceptual frameworks that have worked well in other cases. For one thing, Eliot wrote section 2 of "Portrait" in February 1910, while he was still at Harvard; section
